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ESSAY

The "Tennessee Test ofManhood"
ProfessionalWrestling and
Southern Cultural Stereotypes
by Louis M. Kyriakoudes and Peter A. Coclanis

? his Georgia Scenes, Augustus Baldwin Longstreet describes a fight
between two early-nineteenth-century backcountry brawlers,
Billy Stallions and Bob Durham. Each fighter was reputed to be
the toughest in his locality, although their friendship had hereto-
fore kept the issue of county champion unresolved. One day,

however, after an exchange of insults between their wives, honor now aggrieved,
Billy and Bob agreed to setde the matter in " 'a fair fight; catch as catch can, rough
and tumble.' " It being market day in the county seat, word of the coming batde
spread quickly through town, and a large crowd gathered, forming a ring in an-
ticipation of the contest. Each combatant's supporters boasted of their man's im-
pending victory.

"What's Bob Durham going to do when Billy lets that arm loose upon him?"
"God bless your soul, he'll think thunder and lightning a mint julep to it."
"Oh, look here, men, go take Bill Stallions out o' that ring, and bring in Phil

Johnson's stud horse, so that Durham may have some chance!"
The spectators appealed to Squire Tommy Loggin— "a man . . . who had never
failed to predict die issue of a fight in all his life"— for insight into the outcome,
and his inscrutable gaze encouraged both parties that victory would be theirs.1
The fight began when Bob "dashed at his antagonist at full speed," grasping

Billy in an " 'all under-hold'" that put Billy's " 'feet where his head ought to be.'"
The struggle continued. Bob "entirely lost his left ear, and a large piece from his
left cheek," while Billy lost "about a third of his nose," which was "bit off," and
his "face [was] so swelled and bruised that it was difficult to discover in it any-
thing of the human visage." Less one finger and upon having "dirt and sand"
ground into his eyes, Billy ended the batde with a cry of " 'enough!'" The audi-
ence erupted in "shouts, oaths, frantic gestures, taunts, replies, and little fights."2

Present-day professional wrestling owes much to the type of fighting described
by Longstreet. When examining the role of sport in southern culture, one in-



evitably must come to terms with these local contests.
Nineteenth-century visitors to the southern backcountry WrestHnP
noted the frequency of bloody brawls and the large crowds , T.u ~ * a c ? ? ucu.--u personas drawthey attracted. So prevalent was such fighting, one might -t
consider it, along with horse racing, the South's first spec- Upon Stereotypes
tator sport, albeit on an amateur level.3 Today, profession- j.,
al wrestling's core American audience is southern, with ' r r
some estimates placing 60 percent of the attendance at culture to attract
live matches in the South. Southern athletes also makeupJUlJT '
a disproportionate share of professionalwresders.4'
The catch-as-catch-can style of backcountry fighting, a interest.

free-for-all constrained by few meaningful rules, persists
in creative combat in modern professional wrestling.
Consider this description of a match between Crusher
Blackwell, a "huge wrestler from the Georgia hills," and Bruiser Brody, a Texan.
Upon their meeting in the ring, "kicks, punches, and gouging [became] the gen-
eral order of the day." The two wresders carried their fight over the ropes to the
floor below. "Blackwell rammed Brody's head into the iron post [and] Brody re-
sponded in kind . . . ripping a huge gash in the Crusher's forehead." The com-
batants turned to whatever was at hand to pummel each other, and the match
"soon became an epic feat of arms, legs, cowboy boots, and even folding chairs."
The match ended with the combatants "all saturated with somebody's blood,
[and] the entire ring area looked like a Red Cross donors' bank."'
More than just unbridled violence connects the fight in die Georgia back-

country with present-day professional wrestling. Backcountry fighting and mod-
ern wrestling both are embedded in cultural contexts that draw audience and
combatants— spectators and spectacle— together to create a larger competitive
narrative. The Stallions-Durham contest was held before an audience that was
keenly attuned to the drama of the fight and needed to consult an expert evalua-
tion of the action in the opinions of Squire Logan. Like Longstreet's backcountry
grapplers, present-day wresders arrive with their attendants, promoters, and
"managers" who, like Stallions's and Durham's seconds, boast of their man's
prowess and certain victory, and who don't always stay out of the fray. The spec-
tators at the Stallions-Durham brawl invested the fight with meaning that went
beyond die immediate contest. Because each combatant represented his section
of the county, the affair was riven with overtones of local pride, honor, and brag-
ging rights.
Contemporary professional wrestling similarly involves its fans in the specta-

cle by recreating loyalties and antagonisms not unlike those in the Stallions-
Durham brawl. Wrestling does so by drawing upon racial, ethnic, and regional
stereotypes, shamelessly scavenged from popular culture, to create stylized per-
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sonas that will attract and hold fans' interest. Wresders' personas drive the the-
atrical narrative, which pits hero against villain and creates the dramatic tension
that intensifies the conflict in the ring. In a famous essay written over forty years
ago, French critic Roland Barthes suggested that wrestling depicts a "purely
moral concept: that of justice." Wrestling promoter Dick Steinborn has expressed
the same idea more forthrightly by pointing out that wrestling is about "good
overcoming evil." While wrestling's dramatic conflicts occur within this morality-
play framework, every wrestling match does not end in the defeat of evil. Villain-
ous characters pack the venues, and a skillful wrestling promoter will stage a ri-
valry between two wresders that can last a season or more and is only ended in a
well-attended "grudge match." Wresders' personas can move between good and
evil, and it is not uncommon to wrestie as a villain in one regional territory and as
a hero in another.6
The sport's popularity in the South has meant that many individual wresders

have drawn upon southern social types in formulating their personas, and south-
ern cultural stereotypes have become an important element in professional wres-
ding.7 The sport has been replete with hillbillies, rednecks, and good ol' boys, and
the appeal of these characters has risen and fallen in relation to broader national
views about the South and its place in the nation. Thus, the role of southern cul-
tural stereotypes in wrestling tells us not only a great deal about sport in the
South, but also about how southern identity has been constructed in American
popular culture.
To be sure, some may object to calling professional wresding a sport. Certain-

ly, if a truly competitive outcome is the sine qua non of sport, wrestling does not
qualify. In professional wrestling contests, "the outcome is generally known."
Today's professional wrestling organizations carefully point out that they provide
"sport entertainment" rather than truly competitive contests. Matches are script-
ed, moves are choreographed, and punches are pulled. As one World Wrestling
Federation (wwf) official pointed out, their contests are "entertainment no dif-
ferent than when the circus comes to town."8 An unnamed wrestling fan ex-
pressed a similar view: "I say the wrestling is like a good fiction book; it may be
fake but it's very exciting."9
Nonetheless, professional wrestling is not without its dangers; injuries are

common, and sometimes the blood is real. A recent example resembles Long-
street's backcountry fighters all too well. Michael Foley, who at the time wrestled
under the name "Cactus Jack," had his right ear torn off after a botched attempt
at performing the "Hangman" maneuver, in which his head and neck were to ap-
pear to be entwined in die middle and top ropes of the ring. Foley had success-
fully performed the maneuver some seventy-five times, but on this attempt the
ropes were too taut, and his ear was ripped off as he tried to free himself during
the match. Surgeons were unsuccessful in completely reattaching Foley's severed
IO KYRIAKOUDES AND COCLANIS



ear, and he now wresdes with a leather mask under the
new name "Mankind."10 Despite these occasional injuries,The mutability
however, truly competitive professional wrestling is as r-» ,
much fiction as Longstreet 's description of the fight.J
The lack of a competitive outcome should not excludeidentities mak.eS

wrestling from the world of sport. To most who ponderlt , , , ¦ J7, . , . ? ¦ yr u ? the sport especiallythe role or sport in American lire, the competitive ele-r r ~s
ment of the contest holds the least interest; such concerns well-SUlted tO these
are the province of collectors of statistics and play-by-play , 7. T . , . , , , , , . j postmodern times.antiquarians. It is the social and cultural elements in mod- -t
ern spectator sports that draw scholars to study the phe- ........................
nomenon. Modern sport is an entertainment that draws
spectators into an emotional involvement with individual
sports figures and teams. Spectator sports have become narratives in which con-
flict is ritualistically reenacted. AU modern sport is spectacle, a struggle between
good and evil, between one's "team" and its despised rival.
Taken in this light, professional wrestling's scripted matches and predeter-

mined outcomes make it no less a sport than any other bona fide sporting en-
deavor. Professional wrestling's formal theatrical conventions, or as Barthes put
it, the "iconography" ofwrestling, make "reading" its symbols a straightforward
affair." Like true theater, professional wrestling broadcasts its cultural and sym-
bolic meanings with greater clarity than sports constrained by binding rules and
truly competitive outcomes. Moreover, the mutability and elusiveness of wres-
ders' identities, their self-conscious irony, and their willingness to flout, or "trans-
gress," cultural and moral conventions make the sport especially well-suited to
these postmodern times.

ORIGINS OF PROFESSIONAL WRESTLING IN THE SOUTH

While professional wrestling has been popular in the South at least since the
end of World War II, its American roots reach back to the frontier tradition of
itinerant wresders who would travel alone or accompany touring minstrel shows
and fairs, challenging all comers. Mark Twain drew the prototype in Life on the
Mississippi in the fighter named "Sudden Death and General Desolation," whose
boasting was nearly as effective as his strength in defeating his opponents. After
the turn of the century, wrestling moved to northern cities and became a popular
spectator sport. Early notable wrestling matches pitted Frank Gotch, an Iowa-
born grappler, against George Hackenschmidt, the Russian Lion. The appeal of
legitimate contests with paying spectators, however, was unpredictable. These
truly contested matches could be long affairs, dominated by slow, defensive ma-
neuvering that failed to hold fan interest, or they could end quickly in defeat.
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After a number of notable matches, including a 1 909 Gotch-Hackenschmidt re-
match in Chicago that attracted some forty thousand spectators, legitimate wres-
tling went into decline as a professional sport.12
In its place rose the modern variety ofwrestling characterized by exaggerated

violence, theatrical conflicts, and outrageous characters. Early professional wres-
ders sought to appeal to the urban immigrant working class of northern cities
that comprised the sport's base. Leading wresders of the 1920s included Irish
Dan Mahoney, Turkish-born Ali Baba, and Stan Zbyszko. Jim Londos (Christos
Theophilou), the Golden Greek, reigned as the leading wresder of the 1930s.
After World War II, Killer Kowalski, Bruno Sammartino, and Antonio "Argen-
tine" Rocca, who billed himself as bodi Hispanic and Italian by virtue of his Ital-
ian-Argentine heritage, continued the tradition of ethnic wrestlers.'3
The spread of television did much to broaden professional wrestling's appeal.

Wrestling was a staple of early television broadcasts, especially for smaller stations
seeking cheap programming that could appeal to family audiences. In die early
1950s, Chicago stood as the center of professional wrestling, hosting nationally
broadcast wrestling cards on Wednesday and Saturday nights over the ABC and
the now defunct DuMont television networks.'4
Wrestling's burlesque antics, invisible on radio, were well-suited to the new vi-

sual medium, and television promoted the stylized violence and outrageous char-
acters that have come to dominate the sport. The 1950s saw masked wresders
such as Zuma, Man from Mars, and the Hooded Phantom; super patriots such as
Mr. America and the diinly disguised homoerotic antics of "Gorgeous George"
Wagner, who bleached his hair and disinfected the ring with perfume; and "Na-
ture Boy" Buddy Rogers, who inspired the current wrestler Rie Flair. Midget and
women wresders were also very popular. German and Japanese wresders enraged
a public still seething with resentments from World War II, while Soviet wresders
provided the new Cold War villains.'5
As professional wrestling's popularity grew with the television boom in the

early 1950s, it also moved South. The sport initially migrated below the Mason-
Dixon line in die 1930s when wresders like the German-born Milo Steinborn
toured die region's leading cities, becoming especially popular in the Southeast.'6
In the 1950s regional promotions such as Jim Crockett's Charlotte-based Na-
tional Wrestling Alliance (nwa) attracted ever larger audiences and gave the
"Mid-Atlantic" Carolinas-Virginia circuit the reputation as "the hotbed of pro-
fessional wrestling.'"7 Gulf Coast Championship Wrestling, operated by Dick
Steinborn, son ofMilo Steinborn, promoted wrestling in Alabama and Florida.'8
Other leading promotions centered around western Tennessee, especially Mem-
phis, and Texas. By the early 1960s professional wrestling's popularity had de-
clined in the North as more respectable mainstream sports, notably professional
football, gained larger followings.'9 Conversely, wrestling's popularity increased
12 KYRIAKOUDES AND COCLANIS



in the South, which still lacked a base of major-league professional franchises.
Since that time, the sport has thrived on southern soil and has enjoyed a dedicat-
ed regional following.
Like other loosely organized itinerant entertainment industries such as circus-

es and carnivals, the wrestling business has been a close-knit, family-organized af-
fair. A remarkable number of wresders and promoters are the second or third
generation in the business. Take, for example, Edward Welch, a wresder and pro-
moter who died at the age of seventy-one in 1996. The son and nephew of pio-
neering southern wresders and promoters, Welch wresded and later promoted in
the South under the name Buddy Fuller. His sons, Robert and Ronald, continue
the family business. Robert Welch is better known as Colonel Rob Parker, a man-
ager who adopts the persona of a southern gendeman. Welch's nephew also wres-
ties under the name "Bunkhouse Buck." Father-son combinations abound: Jerry
and Jeff Jarrett, and Dusty and Dustin Rhodes. Sibling combinations are com-
mon, too: Jake "The Snake" Roberts and Sam Houston are brothers; their sister
wresdes under the name Rockin Robin. Similarly, Lanny Poffo and "Macho Man"
Randy Savage are brothers and are the sons ofwresder Angelo Poffo.20
The 1980s saw wrestling enjoy increasing national exposure for the first time

since the early 1950s. Bolstered by the popularity of superstars such as Terry
Bollea, an ex-body builder and failed rock musician from Florida who wresdes as
Hulk Hogan, professional wrestling rose to unprecedented levels of popularity.
Hogan appeared in films and on television, and he even graced the cover oíSports
Illustrated. Celebrities like rock musician Cyndi Lauper and comedian Andy Kauf-
man embraced the sport for its naïve extravagance and stylized artifice, qualities
critic Susan Sontag has described as part of the essence of "camp." In 1985
professional wrestling returned to network television for the first time since 1955
with the airing of Saturday Night's Main Event on nbc. The series of wrestling
extravaganzas known as WresdeMania became national sporting events. Wrestle-
Mania III, for example, drew 78,000 spectators to Michigan's Pontiac Silver-
dome.21

This growth of new cable television outiets for the sport sparked a consolida-
tion in die industry in the 1980s. Like die networks in the 1950s, cable tv pro-
grammers were attracted to wrestling as an inexpensive way to fill air time. Seeing
opportunities for growth in the sport on the new cable medium, wrestling im-
presario Vince McMahon Jr., a second-generation wrestling promoter, expanded
his World Wrestling Federation (wwf) out of its traditional base in the North-
east. The wwf 's roster of stars, including Hulk Hogan, and its popular and prof-
itable WresdeMania and t? pay-per-view programs allowed McMahon to buy
or drive out of business most of the smaller regional wrestling organizations. In
1984 McMahon moved his wwf into the South, purchasing a time slot on Ted
Turner's Adanta-based cable "superstation" wtbs. Personality conflicts between
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Ted Turner and WCW Wrestlers (left to right) Ron Simmons, Junk Yard Dog, Sting, Lex Luger, Johnny
Ace, Dick Murdoch, and Shane Douglas, 1989. Photo by BillApter, courtesy Pro Wrestling Illustrated.
©1996 Ij>ndon Publishing Co.

Turner and McMahon, as well as programming disagreements, prompted McMa-
hon to sell his slot to Jim Crockett's nwa. The smaller nwa, however, was poor-
ly prepared to compete with the wwf and was near bankruptcy by 1988. Turner,
who needed programming to fill the airtime of his growing cable empire, pur-
chased the nwa, renaming it World Championship Wrestling (wcw).22
Turner's Atlanta-based wcw and McMahon's wwf have been the reigning

powers in wrestling ever since. The stakes are high, and competition between the
two is intense and bitter. In 1995 the wwf and wcw grossed $58.4 million and
$48.1 million, respectively, on cable television pay-per-view programs alone.
Live-event receipts and merchandise sales push gross revenues higher.23
Professional wrestling targets males, age eighteen to fifty-four, although just

over one-fifth of the sport's audience is under eighteen. While wrestling promot-
ers are fond of pointing out that the sport appeals to a wide range of education
and income groups, three-quarters of the sport's television viewership has earned
only a high school education or less, and nearly 70 percent have household in-
comes under forty thousand dollars. Males are wrestling's target group, but as any
spectator at a wrestling match would know, women have long comprised a sub-
stantial portion of the sport's audience. The chief sponsors of early televised
wrestling were household appliance dealers who sought to reach an adult female
audience. Today, 36 percent of wrestling's television audience is female. Some-
14 KYRIAKOUDES AND COCLANIS



thing of the sport's appeal to women, particularly southern women, might be
gathered from the fact that Lillian Carter, in her capacity as First Mother, once in-
vited the masked wresder "Mr. Wresding II" to her Plains, Georgia, home for a
visit.24

SOUTHERN WRESTLERS

While wrestling has not been a stricdy southern phenomenon, southern wres-
tlers have been central to the sport, dominating the ranks of wrestlers and sup-
plying an important source of characters for the theatricality of wrestling. A list-
ing of current leading professional wresders reveals that 70 percent are from the
United States. Of those American-born wrestlers, nearly half—49 percent—hail
from the South, and of die five leading states of origin for wresders, three—
Texas, Tennessee, and Florida— are in the South. Texas and Tennessee are the
two leading sources of wresders, contributing 14 and 10 percent, respectively, of
the wrestlers in the listing. Like country music, wrestling draws its performers
from the southern periphery; both count Texas and Tennessee as the two leading
sources of their performers.25
Given this southern-dominated roster, it is not surprising that individual wres-

ders have heavily mined the popular images of southerners for the raw materials
from which they construct their stylized wrestling personas. Identifiably southern
characters in wrestling began to appear in significant numbers in the 1 960s, when
the sport took on an increasingly southern cast. Early southern stereotypes tend-
ed toward either the Tobacco Road and Deliverance view of die white South as home
to a class of degenerate subnormals capable of horrific violence, or the popular
romantic primitivism of the hillbilly uncorrupted by modern civilization best
depicted in 1960s television programs like Hee Haw and The Beverly Hillbillies.
Haystacks Calhoun, a 601 -pound "mammoth super heavyweight" from Morgan's
Corner, Arkansas, who wresded in knee-length overalls, was a crowd favorite in
Virginia and die Carolinas in the 1 960s. Crusher Blackwell, who weighed in at a
mere 400 pounds, and Bruiser Brody, a Texan, also illustrated this stereotype.26
Crusher Blackwell is a good example of how wrestling integrates southern

themes into its drama. Blackwell had largely wresded as a villain, but in the 1 970s,
wrestling in Knoxville, Tennessee, he became involved in a plot line that cast him
in the role of innocent victim. Blackwell was managed by Boris Malenko, a wres-
ding promoter skilled at building villainous characters that could inflame wres-
tling audiences. In die mid 1 960s Malenko, himself die patriarch of an illustrious
wresding family, built his career posing as a pro-Soviet wresder in the Cuban-
dominated areas of South Florida. Casting Blackwell as a "reserved and kind
man" who only wrestled because Malenko held the mortgage to his family's farm,
the manager made it clear to audiences diat he would foreclose on the farm if
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Blackwell did not use his strength to "destroy his opponents" in the ring. The cli-
max to this drama came when die local hero, Ronnie Garvin, jumped into the
ring, paid off the "mortgage," and thus released Blackwell from Malenko's clutch-
es. Blackwell then turned his fury on his former master, to the delight of the au-
dience. Blackwell thus became a reluctant warrior entering the ring only to pre-
vent a decline into dependency that must have been all too familiar to a wresding
audience only one or two generations off die farm.27
The 1 970s saw more positive images of southerners appear in wrestling. Dusty

Rhodes (née Virgil Runnels Jr.), perhaps the most popular wresder before Hulk
Hogan's reign began in the mid-1980s, embodied this trend. Obese, with eyes that
seemed perpetually swollen shut, Rhodes seemed every inch the common man he
billed himself to be. Rhodes boasted of his working-class roots—he claimed to
be a Texas plumber's son—and he bragged that he began his own working career
at the age of eight digging ditches. Taking "The American Dream" as his epi-
graph, Rhodes wresded as an "all around good guy, fighting for the American way
of life."28
Rhodes's rivals were those who threatened the way of life he sought to defend.

Chief among diem was Kevin Sullivan, "a deranged madman" from Boston who
claimed connections to devil worship and the occult. At one point the two met in
a "Loser Leaves Florida" cage match in which the wresding ring was enclosed by
a chain-link fence and victory was had by clambering out over the top. Sullivan
won, but only by concealing an unidentified "lethal weapon," which he used to
"pound the great Dusty into a bloody American mess." Disguised as the Mid-
night Rider, Rhodes returned later that season, and dedicated himself to ridding
"the Florida rings of scum and vermin like Sullivan." Later, the two grappled
again, and Rhodes again lost when Sullivan called to his aid an LSD-inspired side-
kick known as "Purple Haze."29
Rhodes represented a new type of southern wresder persona: urban and blue

collar, a southern "embodiment" of the silent majority yet clearly still within the
"good ol' boy" mold of regional stereotypes. Rhodes, however, also represented
a broader trend in the 1970s. Tied to Jimmy Carter's election to the presidency
and to the popularity of films like Smokey and the Bandit, this trend identified white
southerners with mainstream American values. Sullivan's godless persona, with
its clear association with the 1960s drug culture and satanism, was a perfect foil
to Rhodes's traditional values of love of God and country. That Sullivan was a
Yankee only heightened the struggle between good and evil in die minds of
southern audiences.

The association of southerners with patriotism can also be seen in the charac-
ter Sergeant Slaughter. A Parris Island marine drill instructor, Slaughter initially
wresded as a villain in the post-Vietnam 1 970s, who was billed as having been dis-
charged from the marines for "excessive cruelty to his troops in boot camp."3°
l6 KYRIAKOUDES AND COCLANIS



Dusty Rhodes. Photo courtesy
World Championship Wrestling.
©1996 World Championship
Wrestling, Inc.

The Iranian hostage crisis presented Slaughter with the opportunity to transform
himself into a heroic figure, and he became a superpatriot, standing for "love of
God and country." Slaughter's "intense hatred for America's enemies and detrac-
tors made him one of the most respected men in wrestling." Through most of the
1980s, Slaughter's chief rival was the Iron Sheik, the "Madman from Iran." The
Sheik would incite the crowd by waving a large Iranian flag, and Slaughter would
promise that upon his defeat, die villain would "kiss my combat boots."3'
By the 1980s black southern wresders could also fit the mold of superpatriot.

Tony Adas, Mr. USA, an African American body builder from Roanoke, Virginia,
showed skill equal to Slaughter's in creating dramatic opportunity out of interna-
tional crisis. Atlas's target was Ivan Koloff, a "Russian" wresder by way of Char-
lotte, North Carolina. Adas took Koloff 's "insults against die United States as a
personal insult." When Soviet fighters shot down a Korean Airliner that strayed
into Soviet airspace, Adas "made Koloff his personal target for revenge." Koloff
soon joined forces with the hated Iron Sheik, and die two vowed to "stamp out

Professional Wrestling and Southern Cultural Stereotypes 1 7



all American snakes." Atlas, however, teamed up with an
The inter-unlikely ally, Captain Redneck, and the two were able to

,. . defeat the "two double-dealers in villainy." The black
v.southerner and the redneck, too busy to hate, crossed the

OJ WrestHnPhasracial divide to join forces against a common foreign
contributed to the Zl\c- ? . · . ? „. AThe African American superpatriot theme continued
decline in regionally into the late 1980s with Ranger Ross. A former Fort
. · r UIBfagg> North Carolina-based airborne ranger who foughtSpecific culturaltl ,-. , p ii ¦ _ ·¦L J in the Grenada mission, Ross would pose in his service
Stereotypes.beret and jacket, saluting and carrying a large American

flag. The latest manifestation of the type is Sergeant Craig
"Pitbull" Pittman, who wrestles in camouflage pants,
marine boots, and a tee shirt emblazoned with "Semper

Fidelis."33

Wrestling personas have sometimes reflected the harder edge of the modern
South. Such was the case with the trio of wresders known as "The Fabulous

Freebirds" in the early 1980s. Adopting the reactionary white southern populism
of the ill-fated rock group Lynyrd Skynyrd, the Freebirds also gave expression to
white working-class resentments during a time of high inflation and unemploy-
ment. Billing themselves as the "fearsome threesome," the Freebirds were fa-
mous for pulling off their cowboy boots and using them as weapons against their
opponents. Mimicking their inspiration, the Freebirds even recorded a rock song
in the style of their inspiration entided "Badstreet usa."34
Nonetheless, by the mid-1980s there were fewer and fewer mainstream south-

ern wresding personas in the mold of Dusty Rhodes, Tony Adas, or Sergeant
Slaughter. By then, interest in the South as a reservoir of an authentic American-
ism had waned. Working-class America identified less and less with hard-bitten
blue-collar personas as a wave of Republican optimism and prosperity swept the
country. Carter had exited the presidential stage in defeat while Reagan began his
ascendancy with the resolution of the Iranian hostage crisis. Southern voters had
bought into the Reagan vision. Carter's South was clearly out, the glamour and
glitz of Reagan's California was in, and professional wrestling responded in kind.
Wresders who did adopt explicidy soudiern personas wresded as fools or villains,
atavistically drawing upon those elements in southern culture that had crystal-
lized into larger-than-life icons of American pop culture, creating, in essence,
parodies of existing parodies of the region. Memphis-based Elvis impersonator
Wayne Ferris wresded as the "Honky Tonk Man" in the late 1980s and early
1 990s. Nearly always cast as a villain, Honky Tonk Man entered the ring dressed
in the large-collar, rhinestone-studded jump suits favored by the original "King"
and would often perform tunes such as "Hunka Honky Love." Honky Tonk's sig-
l8 KYRIAKOUDES AND COCLANIS



Honky Tonk Man.
Photo byJim Sulley,
courtesy ofthe
World Wrestling Federation.
©199/ TitanSports, Inc.

nature wrestling move was the "shake, rattle, and roll," and he briefly headed up
a tag-team called the "Rhythm and Blues." He would often beat his opponents
about the head with a guitar, and then gyrate his hips, Elvis-style.35
Also patterning his persona upon a notable southern rock-and-roll musician

was the wresder Johnny B. Badd. The Macon, Georgia, native cast himself as a
Little Richard look-alike, complete with pencil-thin mustache and bouffant. Like
Honky Tonk Man, Johnny B. Badd generally wrestled as a villain. He also played
on the sexual ambiguities of the real Little Richard, dressing in "matching pretty-
in-pink outfits" and wearing "more makeup than senior citizens at a Florida Con-
dominium."36
Wresding manager Colonel Robert Parker combined the image of the southern

gendeman with allusions to Colonel Harlan Sanders and Elvis Presley's manager,
Colonel Tom Parker, to create a composite of stereotypes. Dressed in a white
wide-brimmed hat and white jacket, Parker is known for his shady dealings and
willingness to break wresding rules. When he wresdes on his own, his opponents
are women, and even then he is known for cheating, much to the delighted out-
rage of wrestling audiences. Parker often faces another manager, Jimmy " The
Mouth of the South" Hart. A Memphis native, Hart combines the look of a slick
Nashville country-music producer with that of a used-car salesman who is pushy
and loud, yet identifiably southern.
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Col. Rob Parker.

Photo byJ. Stoll, courtesy
World Championship Wrestling.
©1994 World Championship
Wrestling, Inc.

Southern religiosity has been mocked in wrestling, too. Brother Love, a wres-
der turned manager and announcer, bases his character explicidy upon disgraced
evangelist Jimmy Swaggart. Dressed in a white suit, red shirt, and white satin tie,
with gold rings on each finger, Brother Love covers his face and neck widi red
makeup "to look like a redneck." Brother Love preaches "I love you" to the
crowds, who know that this is just a "smokescreen to hide his selfish greed."37
This said, it should be noted that the real thing also exists among professional

wresders. George South, a wresder and promoter from Concord, North Carolina,
wresdes widi "John 3:16" airbrushed on the back of his tights. Tully Blanchard,
one of a long line of West Texas State football players to wrestie professionally,
was born again when "he met God in the person ofJesus Christ in a personal way
Nov. 13, 1989" at his home in Charlotte. Blanchard, who still "competes," has
gone on to direct "Ring of Truth Ministries" and serves as the minister of evan-
gelism at Central Church of God in Charlotte.38
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WRESTLING TODAY

In some ways, then, wresding has come full circle to the hillbilly images that
were so prevalent in the 1960s and early 1970s. The most popular wresders to
adopt a southern persona today are the "cousins" Henry O. Godwinn (H.O.G.)
and Phinneas I. Godwinn (P.I.G.), who are managed by 1980s wrestling standout
Hillbilly Jim. The two members of this tag-team bill themselves as pig farmers
from Bitters, Arkansas. Overall-clad, they often enter the ring with their pigs,
Priscilla and Potbelly. Their "finishing" wrestling move is the Slop Drop, where
they pour slop from a feed bucket onto die head of their opponent.
A recent "pig pen" match between Henry Godwinn and Hunter Hearst-

Helmsley, "scion of a patrician Greenwich, Connecticut, clan," revived sectional
tensions while reinforcing the Godwinns' populist appeal. By tossing Hearst-
Helmsley into a mud-filled pig sty, Godwinn recapitulated the victory of a more
notable "good ol' boy" from Hope, Arkansas, who also defeated a Connecticut
patrician. Like Bill Clinton, as well, the Godwinns' weakness for the fairer sex can
be their undoing. They lost a championship match atWresdeMania XII when the
opposing team's "manager," Sunny, a shapely blond version ofLi'lAbner's Stupe-
fyin' Jones, distracted Phinneas by posing suggestively before him. "I never saw
anything like that down on die farm," was his explanation.39
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Southern personas have been less popular in profes-
sional wrestling of late. The career of Ray Trayler, who The SOUthem
once wresded as the Big Boss Man, is instructive. Touting 7 r ,u- u ? uu ? ?, ? r ™ elements of pro-his home as Cobb County, Georgia, Boss Man wasvan-J ¿
ously a southern prison guard and a violent police officer, feSSWnal WreStHnS
complete with nightstick, who would rough up his oppo- 7.¦ ,1 r.,._..,.AUUlive on in the facenents in the ring. Failing to succeed with that persona,J
Trayler then wresded as Big Bubba, tattooing a Confeder- ofpOStmodemìty
ate flag on his arm. Just as Cobb County, increasingly7 #7 A„•„!??uu· uu1 and the ?mer?can-dominated by Atlanta suburbanites, has become less
"southern," Trayler now has abandoned his regional char- I7atl0n ofDixie.
acter for his latest moniker, the Guardian Angel.40
Southern wrestling personas seem to be losing their

appeal as sports-minded southerners increasingly transfer
their fan loyalty to the rising number of professional football, basketball, and, yes,
even hockey teams now burgeoning in major southern cities. Perhaps as the
South becomes more like the rest of the country—or the rest of the country more
like the South, as the argument sometimes goes— the fascination with regional
distinctiveness is relegated from the realm of the popular imagination to the
arena of museums and preservation societies.
Moreover, the decline in popularity of regionally specific wrestling personas

may also be the result of the internationalization of the pro wrestling business.
Wrestling revenues in the United States have been flat or declining since the end
of the boom of the 1980s, nbc canceled wrestling programming in 1991, while
attendance at live matches has declined from 13 million in 1981 to 2 million in
1994. As a consequence, both Turner's wcw and McMahon's wwf have been
looking to overseas markets, expanding into Europe, Asia, and Latin America.
Overseas business now accounts for 1 5 percent ofwwf's earnings, and the orga-
nization sells programming to Rupert Murdoch's BSkyB and Star tv, which
reach Asian markets. The wwf also appears on German, Italian, French, and
Spanish television, and Turner beams wcw into Latin America on tnt Interna-
tional. At the same time, traditional professional wrestling faces competition at
home. A highly acrobatic style of wrestling from Mexico known as Luche Libre
has proven to be very popular with Hispanic immigrant audiences as well as
American audiences.4'

While it is unclear if American professional wresders will soon hear Ross
Perot's "great sucking sound," the internationalization of the sport has helped to

opposite:
The Godwinns with HillbillyJim. Photo by Tom Buchanan, courtesy ofthe World Wrestling Federation.
©1996 TitanSports, Inc.
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bring about a shift away from regionally specific cultural stereotypes. Wrestling's
chief inspiration today seems to come from the developing global media culture.
An example is the wresder Galaxy, based upon the international tv superheroes,
the Power Rangers. The sport's reigning stars such as Sting, Diesel, and the Giant
are comic-book heroes that can appeal to many nationalities and cultures, and re-
quire no specific cultural referent.
Wrestling, alas, has not been immune to broader postmodern cultural and in-

tellectual trends. A case in point is Goldust, the former Dustin Rhodes, son of
Dusty, "The American Dream." Having failed as a cleaner-cut, upscale version of
his father, Goldust/Dustin Rhodes saw opportunity in America's postmodernist
tendency to render casual the distinctions between genders. His character is a
transgendered, sexually ambiguous and rapacious cross dresser. Goldust enters
the ring in gold pancake makeup, wearing fish-net stockings, garter belt, and
bustier beneath a silver and gold lamé uniform, making provacative sexual over-
tures to opponents, fans, and himself alike. Initially a villain, Goldust has become
one of the more popular good "guys" in die wwf, suggesting that postmodern
ideas about sexuality are not confined to the academy and are leaching into the
popular culture.
But the southern elements of professional wrestling still live on in the region,

even in the face of postmodernity and the alleged Americanization, or even in-
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Southern Championship Wrestling match in Butner, North Carolina. Big Slam is pinned by Boris Dragoff
199-/. Photo by Candice C. Cusic, courtesy ofthe Raleigh News and Observer.

ternationalization of Dixie.42 On a recent cold February night in a National
Guard armory in Butner, North Carolina, the wrestlers of Southern Champi-
onship Wrestling, one of many small-town, minor-league promotions, do their
stuff. The highlight of the evening comes when two wresders go at each other
in the "Tennessee Test of Manhood," an obviously painful ordeal that involves
"swift kicks and private parts." Longstreet 's "Fight" lives on.43
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